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JUDGMENTAL SPIRIT 
 
July 31, 2020 
12:11 p.m. 
 
YAHWEH SAYS A MAJOR REVELATION: 
 
You see it. See how Satan made her reach out to you and tell you that your book cover 
was scary to her way. We knew that it was a good book cover, even with the demon on 
the cover. What did her words do within you? It made you see with a tinted vision, 
without being Spirit-led with Yahweh’s Kingdom ways.  
 
See it; she crippled your way just like that woman did when you were growing out your 
hair. She joked the way it looked and made it look as if it was ugly. It is the same thing 
but with Yahweh’s work. Why would this be important to note? You have no real friends 
who can bring you real ways of wisdom. The way you drink is equivalent to three hundred 
years in the future. You have no human to bounce the wisdom off of.  
 
She will be extremely jealous when she looks at your way, thin and very beautiful. See 
it. This work is a very major work way, and no one living this day can drink the King’s will 
without the King giving a major surging into their way. See it. You were dealing with a 
judgmental spirit that is trying to break you and hold you still. See it.  
 
A judgmental spirit picks at a certain work or personal nature that’s within the heart 
of the governing agent. If the demon’s host has a weakness of jealous ways against the 
person, that jealous way comes forward in a judgmental action, tearing down a catalytic 
moment that could bring breakthrough to the one who yields it out.  
 
The judgmental spirit is led by fear, fear of not being a valued way. So, fear will look 
for a way to feel a special way even at the cost of bringing down Yahweh’s Kingdom 
power way with a plan to shift the work of power by changing the perception of the one 
who is leading.  
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Power must lead all, but power needs a person who can use it. Power must have a 
governor, and Satan’s plan is to put a false perception within the governor of the power 
to get that vessel to change the way of Yahweh with a judgment based on what they 
offer, whether in their own look or by a presentation plan of what they drink in Yahweh.  
 
The goal of the judgmental spirit is to bring a change in the person’s perception of 
how the power can come forward. And with hindering the Kingdom governor over that 
sphere, it would launch forward an order not under the Kingdom, placing the prophet out 
of order with the work. See, if the governor’s perception is tainted, power will not flow, 
for the vessel would have a tainted perception, hindering power from going forward into 
the sphere needed.  
 
So, Yahweh gives a way to wage war against Satan within the way of the judgmental 
spirit: Come under Kingdom order by ordering the one who yields to Satan that the plan 
that is in order will continue regardless of how they view things. Stand in Yahweh’s plan 
regardless of what the person—the host—would say. But it’s important to verify that the 
path the governor of the power way walks in is of Yahweh.  
 
With a covenant, the power will flow. When you move from under Yahweh’s order, there 
will be a striving of flesh to try and make something happen. The judgmental spirit 
aims to get Yahweh’s servant to move out of the timing Yahweh gives and has them form 
their own planning apart from waiting in Yahweh.  
 
Under the work of Yahweh, many well-meaning people will try to get you to want to be 
in a group or a church outlet or a club representing their core ways, but it’s imperative 
that there are no soulish joinings whether out as a Christian way or under the secular 
outlets that can shift the governor’s perception to try and fit in. That is a hard plan for a 
prophet governor, to stand in the face of disagreement and say, “I choose Yahweh, and 
His plan must come forward.” See that way? Yes, I do. 
 


